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2023 SUMMER SCHOOL

Our summer school programme will be a month

(04/01/2023 to 02/02/2023) long course that will

assist students in getting a headstart. We will begin with

basic topics and cover the critical topics in Mathematics

and Physics. Students will have a minimum of 2 hours a

day for a minimum of 2 days a week per subject. Each

week will contain a minimum of one assessment to

ensure that learners are prepared to get ahead. 

Grade 12 are the pre-university years and we cannot

stress enough how important it is that we try to assist

students with as much exposure and practice as possible

to ensure that they get the best results at the very end of

their academic year. 



STRUCTURE
A timetable will be given to each student, and the students will

come daily at a designated time during the course of the week

between 4 January 2023 to  2 February 2023. From 18 January

2023 to 2 February , students will attend on adjusted days and

times as schools will have opened by then. We will make the

timetable such that a student has multiple days to attend. Classes

will have a maximum of 6 students to ensure that no one is left

behind and all sessions will be at our office. 

Given that Maths and Science are application-based subjects

students will be assesed throughout the duration of the course to

ensure that concepts are fully grasped, and we will have extra

sessions on Sundays for students who are struggling with specific

topics. Our aim is to ensure that students have a good

understanding of the basics and an excellent understanding of the

more challenging topics before school is in full swing.

Many students come to us very late. More often than not it is

important that we get a headstart so that we alleviate the

pressure later on during important exams. Grade 11 and 12 are not

just about passing - they are about passing well. 



PRICING & 
PAYMENT
One Subject (Maths or Physics): R1400 once off.

Two Subjects (Maths and Physics): R2500 once off.

Students of the same household get a 30% discount on

the total amount. 

As finances are tight we have created a payment plan: 

Half may be paid by 30 December 2022 and the

remaining half may be paid by 30 January 2023.

No learner will be allowed to commence with the usual

weekly classes if there outstanding summer school fees.

QUERIES
For any more questions and queries please contact 

Nthato.

Call/Whatsapp: 071 105 8464  

Email: nthato@mischoolmzanzi.co.za




